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ABSfRACT. Thirty-four radiometric anomalies with high contents of U
ahd Thwere identified inanarea east ofJabal Az-Zuhd inthe Midyan Re
gion, northwest of Saudi Arabia. These anomalies occur in Haql granite
and associated aplites and pegrnntites . mostly ncar its contact with a por
phyritic mass ofthe younger Midyan granite. Fracturing, silicification and
hernaritizarion are common features in Haql granite. Uranophane was
identified at one ofthe anomalous localities. High mobilization ofUwithin
the studied rocks was indicated by wide scatter in eUfU, ThlU and KfU
ratios. It issuggested that theHaql granite was subjected tohydrothermal
action causing redistribution and enrichment ofUand Th.

Introduction

The Midyan Region is in the northernmost part of Saudi Arabia. According to Ram
say et al. (1986a) it consists mainly of five intrusive granitic suites of regional extent.
These suites, known as the Muwaylih, Ifal, Atiya, Haql, and Midyan suites, were
identified as lithostratigraphic units as well as rock associations, characterized by dis
tinctive petrographic, mineralogic and chemical features. The suites are generally
metaluminous, except the Midyan suite which is metaluminous to marginally peral
kaline . The Atiya, Haql, and Midyan suites comprise post-tectonic plutons (Davies
1979, Ramsay et al. 1986b, Stoeser 1986). They may be correlated with suites in the'
Eastern Desert of Egypt (EI-Gaby 1975, Ramsay et al. 1986a, Akaad and Noweir
1980, Hassan and Hashad 1990, Greenberg 1981 and Clark 1985).

Despite the age overlap between Haql and Midyan Suites, the peralkaline granites
(Midyan) constitute the last granitic phase of Pan African thermal event and the de-
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